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Abstract 

Various market behaviors can be characterized as risky or uncertain, thus their observation is 
important to the real estate market system. The extensive use of behavioral factors facilitates their 
implementation and studies in relation to the real estate market system. The behavioral approach has 
established its own instrumentation which enables elements of risk and uncertainty to be quantified. 

The belief that behavioral determinants connected with risk and uncertainty occur in the real estate 
market system (REMS) is the research hypothesis of the present paper which aims to: 

1) analyze risk and uncertainty in the REM system using the behavioral approach, 
2) identify and systematize behavioral determinants of risk and uncertainly shaping the REM, 
3) develop a methodology for measuring behavioral determinants of risk and uncertainty in the 

REM, 
4) present the significance of behavioral determinants of risk and uncertainty on the example of the 

Olsztyn REM.  
The aims were realized by means of a laboratory experiment conducted on a representative 

sample, as well as through the statistical verification of the obtained results. The article builds on 
current knowledge regarding the mechanisms of how the REM operates by introducing new issues 
connected with the behavioral approach to the topic of risk and uncertainty. 
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Introduction 

In recent years, the behavioral approach has gained much importance in scientific research on the 
REM (BRZEZICKA 2013; BRZEZICKA, WIŚNIEWSKI 2012, 2013a, 2013b). The in-depth analysis of real estate 
market participants' behaviors, as well as the observation of the causes leading to them, enable a more 
thorough explanation of the states of the market and the mechanisms of how it operates. At the same 
time, there has been increasing interest in the topics of risk (e.g. BEŁEJ, CELLMER 2006; CZAJA 2006; 
KUCHARSKA-STASIAK 2006a; SIEMIŃSKA 2007, 2013; WOLSKI, ZAŁĘCZNA 2007; ZIĘBA 2006) and 
uncertainty (KUCHARSKA-STASIAK 2005, 2008, 2013; KUCHARSKA-STASIAK et al. 2009, p. 81 and onwards; 
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RADZEWICZ et al. 2011; RADZEWICZ, WIŚNIEWSKI 2011; WIŚNIEWSKI 2007, p. 35 and onwards), which are 
an immanent characteristic of real estate. The specifics of the real estate market, dynamics of the 
observed market processes, and complexity of conditions influencing the subjects' decisions allow us 
to conclude that the random factor plays a significant role in the real estate market system (REMS).  

Further parts of the article concern issues connected with risk and uncertainty analyzed in the light 
of research carried out within the behavioral approach. Following both of the above-mentioned 
directions of research allows us to draw conclusions regarding the topicality and importance of the 
conducted analyses.  

1. Risk and uncertainty in the behavioral approach 

The study of the subjects' behaviors and reasons behind them, as well as the analysis of the decision-
making process observed through a prism of the psychological determinants of making economic 
decisions are the focal point and field of interest of the behavioral approach (CAMERER, LOEWENSTEIN 
2004; KATONA 1980; THALER, SUNSTEIN 2012). This leads to a series of implications which are also 
reflected in studies connected with risk and uncertainty. It is thus necessary to provide a brief 
description of the area of research that behavioral science encompasses as far as the analysis of risk 
and uncertainty is concerned and, for the purposes of the present work, relate them to the sphere and 
specifics of the real estate market. 

Firstly, defining risk and uncertainty in the behavioral approach coincides with scientific literature 
on the topic, and is in line with generally accepted tendencies. The decisions of subjects can be divided 
into: 

1) deterministic - made under conditions of certainty, 
2) probabilistic - made under conditions of risk - the effects of the analyzed actions are uncertain, 

however uncertainty is not complete, and, 
3) assumed under conditions of uncertainty - their effects are completely unpredictable (TYSZKA 

2010, p. 25). 
Risky choices are characterized by the fact that the actions between which a choice is to be made 

can lead to various consequences, the probability of which can be determined; the same cannot be said 
of uncertain choices - probability cannot be determined (TYSZKA, ZALEŚKIEWICZ 2001, p. 56-57). 
Uncertainty, according to the behavioral definition proposed by TVERSKY and KAHNEMANA (1974, p. 
1124), is the probability of the occurrence of an event as well as the conviction that it will or will not 
happen, expressed by suggestions regarding the future and its subjective assessment. According to 
this definition, uncertainty ought to be examined not only as regards to the objects but also the 
subjects. The behavioral approach assumes that uncertainty is not a domain of objects on the REM, but 
also of the subjects and the surroundings in which these objects and subjects function. Therefore, 
uncertainly expressed in this way seems to be more complete, as a result of which the processes by 
which it is identified and analyzed are even more complicated.  

The behavioral approach is a subject-based approach - the scope of studies pertains to the subjects' 
behaviors. When viewed in such a way, the subject becomes the creator of risk and uncertainty, as 
well as their receiver. Economic decisions are as uncertain and risky as the uncertainty and risk of the 
conditions by which they are determined. One can say that the behaviors of subjects become an 
interpretation of the random factor occurring on the market. That is why the behavioral approach 
analyzes risk to a lesser degree in terms of investments, which are extensively analyzed by researchers 
favoring the traditional (object) REM approach (e.g. BEŁEJ, CELLMER 2006; BYRBE 1996; CZAJA 2006; 
KUCHARSKA-STASIAK 2006; SIEMIŃSKA 2007, 2013; WOLSKI, ZAŁĘCZNA 2007; ZIĘBA 2006) and 
uncertainty not so much in the economic aspect (e.g. KUCHARSKA-STASIAK 2005, 2008; 2013), but 
instead analyzes these factors through a prism of the psychology of choice. The changeability of the 
human nature, as well as heuristics and biases (KAHNEMAN 2012; TYSZKA 1999) are of importance here. 
Their observation in the aggregated approach allows for the real estate market system to be studied 
holistically.   

The behavioral approach has formulated its own viewpoint on choices made under conditions of 
risk and uncertainty. The classical theory of decisions under conditions of risk assumes that solutions 
whose expected value (rationality of choice) is the highest should be chosen. The behavioral approach 
assumes straying from the theory of expected value proposed by Pascal in the XVII century, and next 
the expected utility hypothesis proposed by BERNOULLI (1738/1954). Since 1944, this theory has 
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become a formal model of decision-making under conditions of risk, as it set out the guidelines of 
rational behavior.  A further modification pertained to extending the utility hypothesis to the theory of 
subjective utility (RAMSEY 1931; DE FINETTI 1937/1980;  SAVAGE 1954). In reality, the theory pertains to 
choices in a state of uncertainty - according to this model, the decision-maker chooses from 
alternatives that depend on the occurrence of one among many states of nature that contradict one 
another. In this approach, it is not possible to analyze uncertainty in a statistical (quantitative) 
paradigm. Introducing the subject element provides grounds for the claim that statistical analyses 
ought to be supported with system analysis, which calls for treating phenomena as interdependent 
and incomprehensible until synergic phenomena have been accounted for.   

Achievements in behavioral economics came as a breakthrough in studies on the theory of choices 
under conditions of risk and uncertainty.  KAHNEMAN & TVERSKY designed an alternative model of 
decision-making - the so-called theory of perspective (KAHNEMAN, TVERSKY 1979, 1992), which gave 
rise to a new descriptive theory of decisions. Since then, the behavioral approach has made significant 
achievements in terms of risky and uncertain choices, creating its own instrumentation for their 
identification and measurement, as well as identifying many behavioral effects pertaining to risk and 
uncertainty where both gains and losses are concerned. These effects are largely based on the 
tendency of subjects to give in to temptations (irrational choices), and the divergence from the belief 
that economical behaviors are fully rational (see SIMON 1955). Decision-makers do not always act in a 
way that maximizes gains in the economic sense (they may maximize risk of another nature, one of 
the components of which is economic risk), and their decisions are also varied and dependent on 
behavioral factors. These factors find wide application in scientific studies, which is why later parts of 
this work will attempt to relate selected effects to the specifics of the real estate market. 

2. Identification and systematization of behavioral determinants of risk and uncertainty shaping 
the real estate market 

Among behavioral factors connected with risk and uncertainty, special attention should be drawn to 
the phenomenon of risk aversion and the phenomenon of uncertainty aversion, as well as their 
possible significance in the REMS.  

Risk aversion, that is a negative attitude towards risk, is defined as reluctance to variants which 
involve risk. On the opposite end of the spectrum is risk seeking - that is searching for risky variants 
(ZALEŚKIEWICZ 2011, p. 245). Risk aversion is observed when choosing from among two variants those 
which are certain, or forgoing a portion of possible gains as the "price paid" for certainty (TYSZKA 
2010). Risk-seeking, on the other hand, is demonstrated in forgoing participation in a lottery in 
exchange for an amount higher than the expected value of the lottery A neutral attitude towards risk 
is referred to as indifference to risk. Indifference implies being guided by the expected value of a 
payment (KRAWCZYK 2012, p. 127). The expected utility hypothesis assumes an identical attitude 
towards risk when dealing with both gains and losses, identical preferences for low as well as high 
probabilities, and money utility as a linear function of probabilities.  

Other solutions were suggested by KAHNEMAN and TVERSKY (1979) in the theory of perspective 
(TP). The work below focuses only on selected implications of the TP, referring to the topic of risk. The 
most important assumptions are that: 

1) Risk aversion is observed more often than risk-seeking, but only when gains are concerned. 
Risk-seeking predominates when dealing with losses. 

2) The money utility function is not formulated at the final levels of wealth, but stems from the 
availability of resources dependant on the point of reference (below the point of reference there 
is a loss, above it, a gain); this point can be the current resource or a point indicated in the 
decision problem. 

3) The value function from TP, which corresponds to the utility function, is concave for gains, and 
convex for losses, and is steeper for the later than the former. This property - referred to as an 
aversion to loss - leads to assumptions characterized by an asymmetric, S-shaped, value 
function. According to the function, more value is placed on changes concerning losses and 
gains of smaller values than changes pertaining to results characterized by higher values. What 
is more, gains and losses are assessed differently - a loss is more "painful". 

4) TP also introduces the function of decision weights, requiring the decision-maker to use 
weights, which are not probabilities but a transformation of these probabilities. Decision weight 
expresses the amount of consideration a given option receives (DOMURAT 2008, p. 14). 
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5) There are two phases to making decisions under conditions of risk (the editing phase and the 
assessment phase); first, an initial analysis of the problem is performed using decision 
heuristics, and next the subjective values of the individual variants are determined and one of 
them is chosen (ZALEŚKIEWICZ 2011, p. 104).  

TP pertains to choices under conditions of risk, and assessing the attitudes of market participants 
on the real estate market towards risk constitutes a key aspect of the studies. Studying choices under 
conditions of uncertainty complements research on choices involving the risk variant. Uncertainty 
aversion (referred to as ambiguity aversion in literature) (TYSZKA 2010, p. 328-331) is expressed as the 
reluctance to situations in which uncertainty occurs. The effect of uncertainty aversion can have two 
grounds: 

1) a cognitive nature - uncertainty influences the perception of lowering the chance of a favorable 
outcome to the event,  

2) a motivational nature - people can attribute a lower value to an unclear situation due to the 
negative lack of information. 

The studies prove that uncertainty aversion and risk aversion are weakly correlated with each 
other, and that they are in fact two separate phenomena. People express a preference to risky 
behaviors more than to uncertain ones, though in the case of low probabilities occurring in risky 
variants - they opt for uncertain choices over those that are risky (TYSZKA 2010).   

Observations regarding risk and uncertainty according to the behavioral approach are not without 
influence where the real estate market system is concerned. As noticed earlier, market participants 
(entering into transactions) are the creators of risk and uncertainty, as well as their receivers. 
Moreover, when operating in the real estate market system, they also naturally experience and come 
into contact with risk and uncertainty which occur within, and are generated by the system. This 
means that their attitudes are influenced by risk and uncertainty, and that their individual approach 
to these categories is reflected in decisions on entering into transactions. These attitudes become 
particularly apparent in situations when decisions are to be made. In the case of buying-selling real 
estate, these attitudes can be expressed among others by: 

1) the length of the investment process, 
2) searching for an appropriate buyer (see BRUSS 2005),  
3) the actual decision regarding the purchase (to buy or not to buy) or sale (to sell or not to sell), 

do it now or wait longer (to wait or not to wait)?, 
4) the issue of choosing the "right" location with the preferred attributes, 
5) the means of financing the investment, 
6) many other examples. 

3. Empirical results 

The empirical part of the research was realized using a survey. The survey was conducted among a 
group of 176 students attending the University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn and students of the 
Off-Campus Teaching Center of the University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn located in Toruń, as 
well as the Old Polish University in Kielce. Six of the surveys were completed incorrectly, thus 170 
questionnaires were qualified for further analysis. The subjects of the study were students majoring in 
land management as well as geodesy and cartography, whose study programs involved gaining 
information on topics connected with the real estate market. The research was conducted in January of 
2014. 

3.1. Aims of the study 

The study aimed to: 
1) determine the subject profile of market attitudes regarding decisions characterized by risk and 

uncertainty,  
2) determine an individual's attitude to risk (risk aversion, risk-seeking, indifference to risk) on the 

example of a lottery involving money, as well as on the example of a lottery involving real 
estate, 

3) determine an individual's attitude to uncertainty (uncertainty aversion, uncertainty-seeking, 
indifference to uncertainty) on the example of a lottery involving money, as well as on the 
example of a lottery involving real estate. 
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In both cases, the lottery with money served as a reference point. The study mimicked choices 
dealing with gains as well as losses. 

3.2. Methodology of measuring attitudes towards risk and uncertainty  

The game method using the lottery variant and variant of certainty was applied to measure the 
attitudes of market participants towards risk (cf. TYSZKA 2010, p. 202; WÄRNERYD 1988). The surveyed 
students were asked to indicate the variant which they would like to choose. The choice was made 
between a lottery in which one of two payments could be received with a probability of p and 1-p 
(Variant A), as well as the expected value of this gamble (Variant B). The respondents decided 
whether they preferred to receive a certain payment or to take part in the lottery, or if they were 
indifferent to the variant chosen. A 50% level of probability p was accepted. The scheme of the survey 
question has been presented below: 

A: receive X zl (50%) or 0 zl (50%)  B: be guaranteed to receive ½ X zl. 

The study allows for three attitudes towards risk to be determined, i.e. risk aversion, risk-seeking, 
and a neutral stance to risk.  The results ought to be interpreted as follows: 

1) a decision-maker choosing A over B signifies risk-seeking (a risk-taker), 
2) a decision-maker choosing B over A signifies risk aversion (a hedger),   
3) a decision-maker declaring impartiality to A or B signifies indifference, that is a neutral stance 

to risk.  
This method can also be adopted to study the subjects' attitudes towards risk regarding choices 

dealing with loss. The scheme of the survey question has been presented below: 

A: lose X zl (50%) or 0 zl (50%) B: be guaranteed to lose  ½ X zl. 

Based on the algorithms presented above, the scheme of the question was adapted to analyze the 
attitudes of market participants towards uncertainty when dealing with gain as well as loss. Variant A 
was modified in the question so that its choice would be connected with the toss of a coin. Information 
was provided that, based on a reliable source of information, the coin used in the lottery is known to 
be a fake (it is impossible to determine the probability of heads or tails occurring). The scheme of the 
question has been presented below:  

A: TAILS: receive X zl or HEADS: 0 zl B: be guaranteed to receive ½ X zl. 

A: TAILS: lose X zl or HEADS: 0 zl B: be guaranteed to lose ½ X zl. 

Although the study method enables us to accept unified criteria of qualifying the subjects into one 
of the groups of attitudes towards risk or uncertainty, it is not free of flaws. Such a study is imperfect, 
due to the fact that the results are prone the effect of certainty, that is the preference of the guaranteed 
variant (see KAHNEMAN, TVERSKY 1979) (the occurrence of the certainty effect has been confirmed in 
relation to the REM, see BRZEZICKA et al. 2013). The respondents may tend to lean towards certain 
variants not due to being risk-averse, but rather because of exhibiting a preference for guaranteed 
outcomes. Other methods for studying attitudes towards risk are also known  (e.g. HOLT & LAURY 
2002, methods proposed by WÄRNERYD 1988, or the method of expected loss according to TYSZKI 2004, 
p. 323), but they are less flexible in terms of studying the attitudes towards risk on the example of real 
estate. In order to study attitudes towards risk and uncertainty, the variants of choices were modified 
in such a way that they pertained to real estate. The survey questionnaire and obtained results are 
discussed in the following section of the article.  

3.3. Survey questionnaire 

The survey questionnaire consisted of two parts: 
1) part 1 - pertaining to risk,  
2) part 2 – pertaining to uncertainty.  
The studies dealt with "small sums" (A: 100 zl or 0 zl; B: 50 zl) as well as "large sums" (A: 10,000 zl 

or 0 zl; B: 5,000 zl), both when dealing with gains as well as losses. A variant referring to real estate 
was introduced in further questions - the amount of 10,000 zl was changed to the shared ownership of 
a building plot in a good location. Analogical questions pertaining to real estate when dealing with 
loss and relating to the aspect of real estate insurance were also accounted for (insure and be 
guaranteed to lose 5,000 zl, or don't insure and face a probability of losing 10,000 zl or nothing).  The 
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questions in the second part of the survey corresponded to the ones in the first part - the modification 
concerned introducing the element of uncertainty - that is the tossing of a fake coin.  

Abbreviations were used to refer to questions in the survey questionnaire in further sections of the 
article, with their explanation provided below: 

1) Part 1 – attitudes towards risk: 
P1_1.1 - attitudes towards risk on the example of money dealing with gains - small sums, 
P1_1.2 - attitudes towards risk on the example of money dealing with gains - large sums,  
P1_2.1 - attitudes towards risk on the example of money dealing with losses - small sums,  
P1_2.2 - attitudes towards risk on the example of money dealing with losses - large sums 
P1_3 - attitudes towards risk on the example of real estate dealing with gains - large sums,  
P1_4 - attitudes towards risk on the example of real estate dealing with losses - large sums, 

2) Part 2 – attitudes towards uncertainty:  
P2_1.1 - attitudes towards uncertainty on the example of money dealing with gains - small 
sums,  
P2_1.2 - attitudes towards uncertainty on the example of money dealing with gains - large 
sums,  
P2_2.1 - attitudes towards uncertainty on the example of money dealing with gains - small 
sums, 
P2_2.2 - attitudes towards uncertainty on the example of money dealing with gains - large 
sums,  
P2_3 - attitudes towards uncertainty on the example of real estate dealing with gains - large 
sums,  
P2_4 - attitudes towards uncertainty on the example of money dealing with losses - large sums. 

Figure 1 presents the outline of the questions and aim of the study based on part 1 of the survey 
(the study of attitudes towards risk). 

 

Fig. 1. Outline of Part 1 of the questionnaire - the study of attitudes towards risk. Source: authors' own. 

3.5 Study results 

1. Risk-seeking was confirmed for small sums (55% of responses), whereas risk aversion 
characterized higher ones (81% of responses) (see fig. 2 and 3). 

Part 1_1 
study on the example of money  

dealing with gain 
determining market participants' profile of 

attitudes towards risky decisions (risk 
aversion, risk-seeking, indifference to risk) 

Question 1 – small sum (P1_1.1) 
Question 2 – large sum (P1_1.2) 

 

Part 1_2 
study on the example of money  

dealing with loss 
determining market participants' profile of 

attitudes towards risky decisions (risk 
aversion, risk-seeking, indifference to risk) 

Question 1 – small sum (P1_2.1) 
Question 2 – large sum (P1_2.2) 

 

Part 1_3 
study on the example of real estate  

dealing with gain 
determining market participants' profile of 

attitudes towards risky decisions (risk 
aversion, risk-seeking, indifference to risk) 

Question 1 – co-ownership of a plot of land 
 

Part 1_4 
study on the example of real estate 

dealing with loss 
determining market participants' profile of 

attitudes towards risky decisions (risk 
aversion, risk-seeking, indifference to risk) 

Question 1 – insuring an apartment 
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Fig. 2. Question P1_1.1.  

Source: own study.  
Fig. 3. Question P1_1.2.  

Source: own study. 

2.  Risk seeking for small sums (67%) as well as risk tendency for higher sums (67%) were confirmed 
when dealing with losses (see fig. 4 and 5). 

     
Fig. 4. Question P1_2.1.  

Source: own study.  
Fig. 5. Question P1_2.2.  

Source: own study.  

Conclusions: The responses of the people surveyed confirmed the assumptions of the theory of 
perspective. The respondents were found to be risk-seeking where small sums of money were 
concerned, but risk averse when dealing with large sums (fear of losing greater amounts of money). 
The aversion was clearly evident - 4 out of 5 respondents exhibited such an aversion. On the other 
hand, in the case of risky decisions dealing with loss, the respondents were risk-seeking in terms of 
both small as well as large sums - their preferences revealed a willingness to assume risk when given a 
50% chance of avoiding losses. Moreover, the amount of money at stake does not seem to make a 
difference - the percentage of responses expressing risk-seeking tendency was found to be 67% for 
small as well as large sums, with studies not revealing Pearson's simple correlation between answers.  
3. Uncertainty aversion for small sums (57%) as well as uncertainty aversion for larger amounts of 
money (79%) were confirmed when dealing with gains (see figures 6 and 7).  

     
Fig. 6. Question P2_1.1.  

Source: own study.  
Fig. 7. Question P2_1.2.  

Source: own study. 

 4. Uncertainty-seeking for small sums (52%) as well as uncertainty-seeking for larger amounts of 
money (53%) were confirmed when dealing with losses (see figures 8 and 9). 
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Fig. 8. Question P2_2.1.  

Source: own study.  
Fig. 9. Question P2_2.2.  

Source: own study.  

Conclusions: in the case of questions regarding uncertain decisions when dealing with gains the 
respondents were found to be uncertainty averse for small as well as large sums of money), whereas 
uncertainty-seeking behavior prevailed when the questions concerned losses - (for small as well as 
large sums). The answers clearly indicate an unwillingness to suffer a loss, further strengthened by the 
element of uncertainty. Moreover, people tend to be more risk averse when larger amounts of money 
are at stake. Also in the case of uncertainly, similarly to questions concerning risk, the amount of 
money appears to be without influence when dealing with losses - the results remain at a comparable 
level (slightly over 50% of the responses). When comparing the respondents' answers to questions 
concerning uncertain decisions to those referring to risky ones, the uncertain element decreased the 
tendency to take part in the drawing (a lack of information) - the tendency was found to be 67% in the 
case of risk and approximately 50% for uncertainty.  The study confirms the findings presented in 
literature (e.g. TYSZKA 2010) on the greater preference of risky than uncertain decisions.  
5. Risk aversion (54%) as well as uncertainty aversion (70%) were confirmed in the case of questions 
concerning real estate when dealing with gains (see figures 10 and 11).  

     
Fig. 10. Question P1_3.  

Source: own study.  
Fig. 11. Question P2_3.  

Source: own study.  

6. Risk aversion (55%) as well as uncertainty aversion (64%) were confirmed in the case of questions 
concerning real estate when dealing with losses (see figures 12 and 13).  

     
Fig. 12. Question P1_4.  

Source: own study.  
Fig. 13. Question P2_4.  

Source: own study.  

Conclusions:  in the case of questions regarding real estate, the respondents were in agreement as to 
indicating risk aversion, as well as uncertainty aversion, when dealing with both gains and losses. As 
regards to gains, the majority of people would prefer to get 5,000 zl than engage in a lottery for the co-
ownership of a plot of land. Co-ownership is not "a strong enough lure" to convince decision-makers 
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to take their chances and play the game. Risk and uncertainty aversion and in the case of losses, 
however, allows us to discover an inconstant preference of the surveyed students - in the case of 
questions pertaining to sums of money (questions for large sums) - the study subjects were found to 
be risk- and uncertainty-seeking when dealing with losses, which was not the case when real estate 
was at stake. These behaviors are different than one would assume based on the theory of perspective, 
according to which in reference to loss, subjects tend to be risk-seeking. This question pertained to the 
issue of insuring real estate (insure and lose 5,000 zl or don't insure with a 50% probability of losing 
twice as much). This observation is an important characteristic of the real estate market and can be 
interpreted in three different ways. 

Firstly, the decision-makers exhibit an inconstant preference, which is in accordance with the 
assumptions of the behavioral approach. The behavioral approach emphasizes the complexity of the 
motives that subjects are guided by. The inconstancy of preferences is also typical for the real man  
model (see BRZEZICKA, WIŚNIEWSKI 2014), rather than the economic man (homo economicus) one used in 
mainstream economics. The tendency to change preferences, as a behavioral feature of subjects, can 
cause lead to many heuristics and biases, and in consequence result in abnormal states of the real 
estate market. Based on these premises, if people wish to be consequential, they should be risk- and 
uncertainty-seeking when dealing with loss on the example of real estate! The answers, however, 
indicate risk aversion and uncertainty aversion. This implies a divergence from the expected utility 
hypothesis due to not fulfilling the axiom of transitivity (otherwise referred to as the axiom of consent 
preference), which would confirm the lack of rationality. Rationality in the theory of mainstream 
economics is indicated by compatibility with the expected utility hypothesis.  

Secondly, the decision-makers perceive real estate as being more valuable than the amount of 
money equivalent to the price of the real estate, and this is why they do not want to lose it. Real estate 
is a value in itself. The study reveals the "luxurious" nature of real estate, as a rare and desirable good 
in the eyes of market participants. The study has a practical nature and can serve as a starting point 
for further research on how prices and values are perceived on the real estate market by its 
participants.  

Thirdly, decision-makers succumbed to the endowment effect (see KAHNEMAN et al. 1991). 
According to TYSZKI (2010, p. 271), the endowment effect is expressed by the reluctance to give up 
something we already possess. We expect to get more in return for goods which are in our possession 
than we would be willing to offer for them when we are just considering acquiring them. The 
decision-makers were willing to choose the variant which would result in a definite loss in order not 
risk a 50% probability of losing twice as much. This question was formulated differently than the 
previous ones: "Imagine that you are in possession of an apartment and are considering having it insured ...". 
The question implies that the real estate, which becomes the object the decision revolves around, is in 
the decision-maker's possession. The study allows us to draw the conclusion that decision-makers do 
not want to lose something that is already theirs - a loss of 10,000 zl in this situation is "more painful" 
than losing 10,000 zl which are not yet in the decision maker's possession.  

4. Summary and conclusions 

The conducted study allows us to witness the importance of the behavioral approach as well as the 
validity of its research concerning the real estate market system. As noticed earlier, the subjects 
operating in the real estate market system are the creators of risk and uncertainty, as well as the 
receivers. The individual decisions made by the subjects, affected by risk and uncertainty, are carried 
over to the real estate market system where they function on an aggregated level leading to systematic 
mistakes. The study indicates the necessity to include the subject element in research focused on real 
estate market risk and uncertainty, as it complements traditional ("object") studies on investment risk 
and uncertainty as an immanent feature of the real estate market. The study indicates the presence of 
"bundles" of risk- and uncertainty-inducing factors derived from the subject side of the equation. 
Upon having occurred, these elements function in the REMS and can lead to changes in the system, 
observable on various market planes. 

The research carried out for purposes of this article reveals the potential of the subject side of the 
real estate market as well as the dangers which arise from it, but due to its laboratory nature may 
entail certain limitations. While laboratory conditions safeguarded the decisions of those surveyed, 
decisions made under actual market conditions do not have to reflect the declared preferences and 
tendencies toward risk and uncertainty expressed in the survey study. When studying the attitudes 
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and tendencies of decisions-makers, it is unwarranted to draw conclusions regarding the states of the 
market without carrying out an in-depth qualitative-quantitative analysis.  

The authors also wish to highlight the practical nature of the studies, as they believe that the topic 
at hand calls for an in-depth analysis, which they intend to carry out in follow-up studies. In the light 
of the present research, a new category of science concerning the creation of risk and uncertainty by 
real estate market participants emerges, necessitating further observations. 
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